P0303 Error Code
The code reader gave a list of 3 codes: P0300, P0302, P0303 on the 2002 Camry. I. My 2003
Maxima has right at 100k miles on it. I have owned it for maybe 4 years, and since it had 42k
miles. I change the oil religiously. Castrol.

Possible Causes and Repair Information for P0303 code.
Learn what does P0303 means? P0303 Cylinder 3 Misfire
Detected.
In the event you see unrelated Mercedes Engine Error Codes P300 P0301 P0304 P0303 P0302
pdf information with the description or copyrighted material. Possible Causes and Repair
Information for P0303 Toyota code. Learn what does P0303 a working cylinder. If the error
follows the ignition coil unit, it is faulty. I made it to an auto parts store and their computer
showed the error codes P0302 & P0303. If I am using the proper code database, this indicates
that cylinders 2.

P0303 Error Code
Download/Read
I have a 2007 PT Cruiser non-turbo, AT, 120,000 miles that has been throwing the P0303 code
for several weeks. After searching on this forum I've done. Searched for error code P0303 all
over and I find a lot of posts pertaining to older models, but nothing for the 2005. So I will ask. I
have a 2005 Wrangler X. Troubleshooting code P0301 (and other P030X codes such as P0302,
P0303 etc.) is easier than most would expect because your vehicle's computer has. New coils and
spark plugs have failed to cure code P0303 problem. Vehicle also uses some coolant and
overheated twice. Compression test indicate. Our 2001 XLE (with 175000 miles) check engine
light came on yesterday. It ran a bit rough with some surging and shaking for a short time.
Autozone.

Definition, Description, Diagnose and Repair Information
for P0303 OBDII code. What does the P0303 Cylinder 3
Misfire Detected means?
Download and Read P0303 Code Pontiac. P0303 Code Pontiac mercedes error code p0303. PDF
2001 nissan pathfinder code p0303 and p1320. PDF. About 3 minutes down the road my car
started running strange and i got code P0303, cylinder 3 misfire. I limped the car home about 8
kilometers (5 miles). p0303 p0304 Second Generation Legacy (1994 - 1998) Immediately I
stopped at the gas station and pulled out the code reader. Lots of trial and error.

Dodge charger or Chrysler 300 2.7L spark plug change error P0303 P0171. Error code P0303
and P0171. Misfire. Change spark plug first. then if code still. light and running rough. The error
code that comes out is: 16687 - Cylinder 3: Misfire Detected P0303 - 006 - Short to Plus I tried
swapping the coil pack bu.. Ford Freestar cars & trucks p0303 code questions and answers. Ask
your Ford p0303 code related question. Get free help from top Ford experts. It has P0303
(cylinder 3 misfire) & P0316 (misfire at startup) CEL codes. spark plug holes, but weirdly, not in
cylinder 3 one the one giving me the error code.

Hi all, having a problem with my 2001 CRV 2WD, 150K miles. I got a CEL today, caused by
error codes P0303 (third cylinder misfire) & P1399 (ignitio. 1.4 petrol Fiesta error codes P0303
and P0324 - posted in Ford Fiesta Mk6 & Fusion (UK Model) Forum - (2002-2008): Hi, I am
having a little trouble with my. Trouble code P0303 ABSLT TPS(%) 24.3. Engine Speed (RPM)
2494. Calc Load (%) 80. MAP ("Hg) 23.9. Coolant Temp (F) 190. IAT(F) 97. ST FTRM1 %
9.4

I found a nice code reader on Amazon fora decent price and it arrived this evening. P0303 P0304
P0305 P0306 P0307 P0308 error codes and you have. Hi, Just got my self an Astra 1.6 2005
plate at 116k miles and it is throwing out a bunch of misfire codes. It runs fine for the first 5-10
mins of driving and then.
Hey All..Somewhere, I read these (above titled) codes mean my 98 SLK230, R170 is Pulled 6
Scan codes P0302, P0303, P0300, twice, in that order. Scan for Error codes, c-w203, SLK R170
General Discussion, 1, 08-11-2010 08:33 AM. was towed to a dealer last Friday, after a night of
sudden & continuing misfire (Pulled the code later, P0303). Since then, the plug and coilpack was
replaced. If you swap 3 & 4 and the code now becomes P0304, it's the injector because the error
moved to the new cylinder. If you swap them and the code remains.
A few months back we wrote about the disappearance of the technical service bulletin for 2010+
Prius with codes P0301, P0302, P0303, P0304 (general misfire. I had a p0303 which I reset 2
weeks ago, hasn't come up untilIs it a coincidence with the water and the error codes or
something I should look into further. I've got the coil packs not a distributor and after looking up
the code I saw where it might me #3 plug fouled, bad O2 sensor or bad coil pack. I just replaced.

